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What will affect
the world around us

Introduction
Looking ahead is quite literally our business. Part of our mission
is to decode signals from what we see into the right questions to
ask our clients, and ourselves.
But it’s worth explaining the bigger picture. It’s clear that there
are three big shifts happening.
One is the ever-increasing cloud of data that accompanies our
every move, tap, message and even thought. Some have called
this MetaMe. We prefer exo-human — the cloud of meaning
surrounding us that, for the most part we don’t yet control
enough, but when we do, will help us manage our human lives for
the better.
The second shift is the blurring of the edges between
companies and industries, which is happening in part because of
the exo-human, in part because of the radically changing economy
around us. When disruption is the norm and fabulously wealthy
patrons (fellow entrepreneurs, VCs) carry more weight than even
the established rituals and institutions of modern capitalism, the
effect is increased innovation at the edges of traditional sectors,
leading to (at its best) more human(e) products and services and
even categories.

Introduction
And in the middle of the exo-human and blurred edges is the third
shift: the proliferation of technologies underpinning artificial
intelligence, at times automating simple aspects of companies’
activity, at other times powering radical innovation that removes
the need for regular human intervention.
These three shifts constitute the backdrop for Future Forces.
Now in its second year. Future Forces is our look at how our age of
relentless innovation is shaping our world. This year, against the
backdrop of Exo-human, blurred edges and AI, we dig deeper into
the implications of these changes across five sectors where we’ve
done a lot of work and have a fair bit of insight: Energy, Mobility,
Money, Work and Shopping.
A quick note on our approach: we crystalise activity within
each sector (Energy etc) into three main signals, which we call
“Driving Forces”, providing a collection of examples of inspiring
new developments in the field, including many examples from
progressive companies, social initiatives and cultural movements
across the world. It’s followed by “Future-Proofing” – a set of
questions that help you understand how these trends might be
translated into unconventional new opportunities for you and
your business in each sector to break out and change established
ways of living and working.
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01

Energy

The fall in the cost of renewable energy is ushering in a whole new paradigm in
the energy sector, challenging the prevailing wisdom of large centralised systems.
In parallel, more efficient battery storage technology means that local energy
microgrids are now a real possibility, with groups of homes and businesses banding
together in ever-smarter grids with demand response capabilities. In urban areas
in particular the energy source can be dynamically switched between main grid and
microgrids, which in turn can switch primary source between solar, hydro, biomass
and fossil fuel to maintain a constant and cost-effective supply.
Microgrids are going to be particularly powerful in developing countries where it
is likely that poorer communities will adopt them as their primary source of power,
leapfrogging the capital-intensive development of national grids.
Across the world, these new communities are likely to be socially and economically
strengthened by their focus on energy-sharing. This will be partly down to the risksharing inherent in such networks; it will also come about however through the
adoption of a type of latter-day barter-style energy credit exchange rather than the
use of traditional currencies.
This energy independence offers resilience to local communities – something that is
needed in the face of the extreme weather events, rising traffic volumes and crime
that threaten energy supplies the world over. Resilient cities therefore have to look
for a holistic combinations of sustainable grassroots solutions along with innovative
engineering, nimble politics and local governance.
The localisation of energy sources is mirrored by the rise of bio-hybrids – wearables,
microdevices and robots, powered for example by the human body itself – the
ultimate source of sustainable energy.

01 Energy

Driving forces

A
B
C

Mighty Microgrids
Community-driven decentralised, intelligent and flexible energy systems.

Resilient Responses
Weatherproof supply of energy and communications from New York to Nairobi.

Bio Benefits
Energy harvesting devices from wearables to self-illuminating billboards and perpetually functioning sensors.

01 Energy

A

Mighty
Microgrids

The Brooklyn Microgrid is a virtual peerto-peer trading platform that allows
solar-energy producers to sell their
excess electricity to buyers in the same
neighbourhood. WePower offers a similar
service on an industrial scale by gathering
together producers of renewable energy,
including solar, wind and hydro plants. It is
also signing up investors who pay upfront for
the right to consume electricity generated by
those plants. To do this, it has created its own
cryptocurrency, a token called WPR.

In an intriguing crossover with the mobility
sector, China’s Solar Roadway project
harnesses the energy generated by passing
vehicles to power local energy needs,
including in the future charging stations for
the very vehicles using the road.

Much like the Tesla Powerwall home battery,
Nissan’s two-way vehicle-to-grid system
enables electric car owners to use their
car’s battery pack to feed energy back into
their home or the national grid based on
fluctuations of supply and demand. The
plummeting costs and steadily improving
performance of lithium batteries is also
being accelerated by recent multi-billion
investments and R&D initiatives in energy
storage and battery manufacturing around
the world.

01 Energy

B

Resilient
Responses

Hurricane Maria’s devastation to Puerto Rico’s
energy infrastructure in the autumn of 2017
has attracted various solar energy providers
around the globe to the island to get a
foothold of the vast rebuilding challenge.
Back in Japan, a city of Higashi Matsushima
took itself off the national energy grid and
created its own local version as part of its
recovery plan from the tsunami of 2011.

The Sahara Forest Project draws on the sun,
saltwater, and carbon dioxide to grow food
and generate clean energy and freshwater
in harsh desert conditions. The new threehectare launch station will be able to grow
around 130 000 kilos of vegetables a year,
while producing over 10 liters of fresh water
a day.

Ignored by the big telecom providers,
Detroit’s marginalized communities are
building their own internet as 40 percent of
its population still lack decent web access.
The Equitable Internet Initiative installs
high speed internet that beams shared
connections from an antenna on top of
the tallest building on the street, doing
away with the unstable and neglected old
communications infrastructure.

01 Energy

C

Bio
Benefits

Glowee is a light source that uses the same
bacteria found in sea creatures to give off
a soft bluish bioluminescent light. Placed
inside a transparent pack of nutrient
gel, it can be used in night time outdoor
advertising, for example. The Living Light
project in turn converts chemical energy
from photosynthetic processes into electric
current using microorganisms.

Integrated IoT sensors can harvest power
“out of thin air” using nearby radio waves.
The chips are able to work beneath a layer
of paint, plaster or concrete, so they can
be embedded within buildings to monitor
building maintenance issues as well as
for smart home applications. The Matrix
PowerWatch in turn gets its running power
directly from the warmth of the wearer’s
wrist.

Researchers at Harvard University created a
coin-sized biohybrid stingray which contains
both biological and artificial parts. It can move
by using a technique called optogenetics,
heart cells having been genetically modified
to contract when they’re hit with a beam of
light. Meanwhile a joint research between
MIT and the Wyss Institute have developed a
new type of artificial soft muscle that is both
flexible and light yet capable of lifting 1000
times its weight.

01 Energy

On the horizon
Horizon 1

Horizon 2

Horizon 3

•• Consumers seek and adopt
increasingly alternative sources
of energy.
•• Increasing adoption of “pay-peruse” microgrids in developing
countries and rural areas,
powered by renewables.
•• Steady growth in a range of
connected smart home products.

•• Energy Smart Grids in urban
environments to boost resilience
and flexibility.
•• Wider adoption of lithium home
batteries complementing existing
solar panels or wind turbines.
•• Smarter energy systems e.g.
virtual power plants (demandresponse systems coming to
household-level).

•• Self-powering bioactivated
wearables & sensors.
•• Peer-to-peer energy sharing
schemes.
•• Self-sufficient/self-governed
communities.
•• Blockchain-based energy credits
(similar to cryptocurrencies).

6-12 months - 2018

12-24 months - 2019-2020

2-5 years - 2020-2022

01 Energy

Future proofing
01

What if clean energy becomes
abundant and essentially free of
charge, or “too cheap to meter” like
data bandwidth? What implications
would this have for your business?

02

Is your business relying on an assetheavy monolithic infrastructure, or
could it benefit from more diverse and
distributed (i.e. resilient) assets?

03

What role does sustainability and
zero-carbon initiatives have in your
offering & communications?

04

How could you engage prosumers with
your service offering? How could you
benefit from active prosumers in your
business processes?

05

Could biotech enhance your products
and services?

06

What kind of ecosystems & platforms
could be created around energy
credits?

02

Mobility

For years, the mobility narrative has been centred on how we move
from A to B: self-driving cars and autonomous drones are all based
on the need for a vehicle to move between two points. We believe
that the narrative is now shifting towards “why” we move in the
first place, or indeed “what” we do while we move. A new view of
mobility as an experience in itself, rather than just as a way of
getting from A to B, is evolving as a side-effect of all possibilities
that self-driving cars offer.
The increasing efficiency of all transport systems means that the
space they require can now take second place to prioritising other
urban needs, with many cities now planning car-free spaces. The
automation of journey-planning means that we are increasingly
ceding control of smaller decisions about our movements: in 2018
this is likely to mean a greater public questioning of the social,
ethical and legal implications of this shift.
There are some huge opportunities for transport systems to
use customer and system data to feed back into the urban
planning process. Robotics are likely to continue to transform
the automation of transport systems, but we believe it is the
B2B sector that is seeing the fastest changes. Highly-controlled
environments like harbours and logistics hubs are already starting
to be powered by AI and cloud systems.

02 Mobility

Driving forces

A
B
C

The Space Between
Mobility-as-an-Experience, in-car entertainment, in-vehicle hospitality and advertising.

Changing Cities
Change in mobility impacts urban planning with flexi streets, intelligent materials and
emission regulations.

Dynamic Data
Data-driven models such as mobility-as-a-service, peak spotting journey planners,
automated cargo ports and delivery robots.

02 Mobility

A

The Space
Between

In cities such as London, Tallinn and San
Francisco, companies like Starship, Dispatch
and Marble are using pavement-roaming
delivery robots to make food deliveries
on a commercial scale. While in Australia,
dinner & drugs are falling from the skies as
Alphabet’s experimental Project Wing starts
using drones to deliver food and medicine to
a number of test customers’ homes in semiremote areas.

Automation, remote management and AI
are transforming logistic hubs - from urban
sorting centres to vast cargo port terminals by increasing productivity and reliability while
reducing costs and manual work. For example
Singapore’s largest post office now includes
an automated self-service system that is
presented as the blueprint for the nation’s
future postal branches.

Industry boundaries are blurring as the tech
giants make strategic alliances with car
manufacturers while vehicles are becoming
smarter and capable of processing increasing
amounts of data. The in-car experience
is the battleground: with practically
every major automaker embracing the
driverless future, autonomous vehicles are
expected to reimagine the possibilities of
in-car entertainment with the help of better
connectivity along with AR and VR technology,
ultimately transforming travel time into work
and leisure time.

02 Mobility

B

Changing
Cities

Cities are now experimenting with new
configurations in order to allocate more space
for pedestrians or bicycle lanes in the existing
infrastructure. Flex Streets introduced by
design firm Designit harnesses augmented
technology to help planners to experiment
and redesign adaptive streets and interactive
road surfaces. Umbrellium’s concept in turn
envisions virtual lanes that change during
the day, depending on real time traffic data,
consumer demand and the weather.

With rising sea levels and less predictable
weather conditions, cities have to take
inclusivity and equality of urban planning
into consideration. Urban development
is thus pressured to shift towards more
holistic integration of adaptive dwellings,
green spaces and other resiliency features in
acknowledgment of the shifting demands of a
world facing down climate change.

Autonomous vehicles and ride-sharing
platforms could greatly reduce congestion
and the number of cars required in
cities. Vast areas of urban land currently
occupied by parking lots and roads could
be repurposed for a whole new spectrum
of social functions like parks and public
spaces. Studies also suggest that increased
walkability as seen in many European
cities has a number of social, physical and
economical benefits and is now getting
traction in traditionally car-intense cities in
the US as well.

02 Mobility

C

Dynamic
Data

Deutsche Bahn’s Peak Spotting provides traffic planners with visual tools to
identify potential bottlenecks early on and proactively adjust prices to entice
people to travel at different times, advise alternate routes and ensure that a
train has enough cars to meet demand. In Sweden, an algorithm that monitors
live arrival and departure times can predict when a train will be late and assess
the knock-on effect across the whole network up to two hours before it happens,
enabling train companies to deploy extra trains.

With declining incentives to owning a car, new Mobility-as-a-Service platforms
are emerging to streamline our journeys by merging data sources and suggesting
seamless combinations for smooth travelling. MOIA, a social ride sharing startup
by Volkswagen builds its intelligent route planning algorithms on years of acquired
mobility data. Thanks to a convergence of self-driving technology, ride-sharing
apps and electric vehicles, industries are now rushing to respond to shifting
consumer habits.

02 Mobility

On the horizon
Horizon 1

Horizon 2

Horizon 3

•• The first commercial MaaS services
start getting traction.
•• Unmanned logistics hubs and remotely
controlled harbours, enabled by IoT,
become more commonplace.
•• More variety in AI-powered personal
assistants, enabling new kind of
services.
•• Intelligent/predictive route
optimisations for public transport and
logistics.

•• The commercial introduction of robotic
delivery drones.
•• A range of novel last mile delivery
solutions are piloted.
•• Media, gaming and other content
industries gain footholds in the mobility
sector, and in shaping in-vehicle
experiences.

•• The launch of completely autonomous
vehicles on public roads.
•• Data-driven business models and
products in mobility will reach full
potential.
•• The urban environment will start
to change shape as infrastructure
adapts to dynamic mobility scenarios.

6-12 months - 2018

12-24 months - 2019 - 2020

2-5 years - 2020 - 2022

02 Mobility

Future proofing
01

What kind of data do you currently
collect and how do you utilise it?

02

How will the changing regulatory
landscape shape your business
environment? e.g GDPR, diesel bans,
congestion charges?

03

Have you streamlined your customer/
touchpoint/service processes?
How have you done so? Do clients /
customers need to come to you or
could you go to them?

04

What is the role of AI and machine
learning in your operational
processes?

05

How do you conquer the next mobility
platforms and attract users?

06

Do you know how the urban environments,
relevant to your business, are changing?
How can you fit in with these changes?

07

Who are your true competitors and in
which business are you actually in?

03

Money

Like energy systems, financial regimes are experiencing an
unprecedented tension between centralised and decentralised
networks as they capitalise on digital technology. Alternative
currencies and peer-to-peer lending platforms are both rising in
popularity, particularly as means by which individual communities
can design their own forms of value exchange. In parallel, the
national and supranational regulatory environment marches on
with MiFID II in January 2018 and GDPR in May 2018.
Automation is also transforming personal financial management,
speeding up simple bill-paying tasks and moving into more
sophisticated territory. In the not too distant future, AI will link
our personal data and money in all its forms, in a way that will
aid our financial planning – for example by offering to move our
pension pot to fit a particular retirement goal, based on consistent
browsing and reading patterns.
As ever, it is start-ups rather than established brands that
are using digital technology to create products that feature
groundbreaking customer experiences. These new businesses are
succeeding by finding ways around the traditionally frustrating
aspects of financial services like international money transfer.
These startups have been empowered by the open banking
regulation that the European Parliament created when it instigated
PSD2. This directive is designed to transform payment systems,
forcing banks to share customer data with third parties for the
first time. We expect the disruptive effects of this legislation to
continue to be felt into the years to come.

03 Money

Driving forces

A
B
C

Show Me My Money
Seamless and intelligent, daily and long term financials in your pocket.

Beyond Banking
New players enter the scene taking advantage of changing regulation.

Complementary Currencies
New forms of value like digital currencies, tokens and credits challenge the traditional
monetary system.

03 Money

A

Show Me
My Money

Fintech startup Pefin is using AI to help people to make informed personal finance
decisions by using machine learning to deliver a range of financial planning and
investment advice via an easily approachable and user friendly chat interface.
Digit’s approach manages users’ savings automatically by analysing their spending
and saving patterns. The app is designed especially for millennials with a desire
for finance to disappear into the background, saving time and energy for more
meaningful things.

Zurich’s FaceQuote app is designed to help people consider and engage with their
finances in a fun way. The UK insurer’s free app invites users to take a selfie,
before it guesses their age and calculates how much life insurance might cost
per month based on their age, with the aim of showing that insurance can be
affordable.

03 Money

B

Beyond
Banking

It’s not only the fintech startups that seek
to get their share of the global multi-trillion
payments market. Tech giants around
the globe like Apple, Amazon and Alibaba
are also fast expanding their platformintegrated mobile payment systems and
funding programs to new countries and
continents.

The Finnish platform Holvi attracts modern
entrepreneurs with bundled one-stop-shop
service which aims to increase efficiency
by providing everything from banking to
paperless bookkeeping and invoicing, even
a webshop, under one roof.

A British payments company, TransferWise,
is taking advantage of the upcoming PSD2
regulation by introducing cross-border
bank accounts to supplement its core
service offering of handling cross-border
and cross-currency transfers of money at
lower cost than traditional banks.

03 Money

C

Complementary
Currencies

Complementary digital currencies like like
Bitcoin, Ethereum and Ripple are steadily
gaining traction. There are currently around
6,000 digital currencies in the world, over
50 times the number of conventional money
systems. One less serious example is called
WhopperCoin, introduced by fast-food chain
Burger King in Russia. Acting as a testbed
for blockchain applications, customers will
be able to claim and spend these digital
coins much like good old loyalty points.

Blockchain-based smart contracts could
also bolster processes where trust is a
prerequisite, from digital identities to
intricate supply chain management and
provenance tracking. Finland’s Immigration
Service is using a distributed digital money
and identity system for unbanked asylum
seekers to help them get on their feet
faster.

When it comes to controlling digital assets
and value, we believe that communities
such as cities, consumers and other affinity
groups will be more preponderant in the
future. Take Solar Coin for example: a
global rewards program for solar electricity
generation and installation. Designed
to help incentivize individuals to invest
and benefit from more solar electricity
production, it also serves as a low-carbon
cryptocurrency.

03 Money

On the horizon
Horizon 1

Horizon 2

Horizon 3

•• Fintech companies becoming much
more established in the marketplace,
especially in payments.
•• Cryptocurrencies become more
widely known and used by consumers,
and increasingly accepted by
governments.
•• A whole new series of use cases and
mobile services arise from changing
regulation such as PSD2 and GDPR,
initially with 1-2 game-changing
announcements from larger brands.

•• The introduction of blockchainenabled platforms and smart
contracts.
•• Widespread digital and crossborder business environments
enabled by changing EU
regulations.
•• Widespread uptake of “data advice”
to accompany financial advice.

•• Contextual consumption synced
with predictive recommendations in
physical experiences.
•• Alternative currencies like valuebased tokens will be more common.
•• AI-led services are available for
masses.

6-12 months - 2018

12-24 months - 2019 - 2020

2-5 years - 2020 - 2022

03 Money

Future proofing
01

How can you create value-adding
strategic alliances to adapt and
benefit from regulatory turmoil and
disruption?

02

Is your customer experience up-todate and engaging enough to survive
increased competition?

03

Are you prepared for the
consequences (positive and negative)
of new regulations like PSD2, GDPR
and MiFID II?

04

Do you systematically explore
new developments in areas like
crowdfunding, peer-to-peer lending
and cross-border banking to keep
your service offering up-to-date?

05

What role(s) do you envisage for
micropayments in the new digital
economy, and with what underpinning
logic?

06

How might you adapt the way you or your
client organisation deals with monetary
exchanges to incorporate branded
currencies, personal currencies, and
cryptocurrencies?

07

Have you thought about a
communications strategy to make
your own branded currencies more
valuable?

08

What happens if blockchainbased applications make trusted
intermediaries redundant?

04

Work

Continuous learning, long-promised, is becoming a micro- and a macroreality. Augmentation of our jobs through smart automation and AI
platforms is rendering short term recall unnecessary, freeing up vital
cognitive energy for a more human contribution to the workplace.
Learning can happen more spontaneously, bringing more focus to the
outcomes that people are seeking to achieve in their work. It also means
that many data processing and repetitive tasks can be handled by
machines, freeing human workers for roles that involve creativity and
judgement. Not only that, but workers are likely to become teachers in
a more formal sense as more and more AI-powered services become
a natural part of the workplace: robots need to learn and be fed
examples, and their algorithms tweaked. As such, whole new fields of
endeavour start to come into view.
On a macro level, the gig economy is having a major impact on the
workplace. In some cases it allows workers to specialise, work when and
where they like and use new data sources to question the legitimacy
of the power structures around them. But there is a darker side:
the lack of formalised contractual employment contracts means the
“Solopreneur” or freelancer can be vulnerable to exploitation. We are
starting to see new developments that aid these workers to network
in a way that minimises this risk. In the future, we might also see the
possibility that new types of currencies will enable them even greater
freedom to sell their services creatively.
Workers (and in some cases, management) are embracing a new level
of global activism in as well as out of the workplace. This fascinating
development looks set to encourage corporations to reconsider their
ethical footprint.

04 Work

Driving forces

A
B
C

Giggers Unite
Solopreneurship and the changing forms of work place pressure on regulation and governance.

The Rise of Workplace Activism
Values, ethics and activism at work (involving both employees and companies).

Robo-Relations
Rise of the robotic workforce.

04 Work

A

Giggers
Unite

Rights and common standards for growing numbers of
freelancer workers are currently being overhauled to tackle
plunging union memberships by helping solopreneurs
to organise their work meaningfully and support them
with practical matters like late payments and holiday
compensations.

How to gig responsibly? Like all disruptors, the gig economy
has brought benefits and challenges. In the US, the widely
contested “Obamacare” has contributed greatly to the
growth of the gig economy as it separates the ability to
obtain health insurance from the need to have a traditional
full-time job. Although regulation provides the backdrop,
individual choices ultimately determine the future of the gig
economy.

04 Work

B

The Rise of Workplace
Activism

The recent car emission scandals painfully
showcased how corporate responsibility
programs need to deliver on their
promises.. With cumulative fines and costs
rising to 30 billion USD and executives
facing heavy jail sentences, both consumers
and legislators now expect transparency,
fairness and high ethical standards from
corporations.

The cloud computing giant Salesforce is
driving a positive change by launching
a $50 million impact investing fund that
concentrates on world-changing initiatives
in the fields of workplace development,
equality, sustainability, and the social
sector.

A distinct subset of the workforce can
now be identified as dedicated “activists”
who expect their employers to speak
out on social, environmental and public
policy issues. In the short term, this
employee desire for activism is likely to
affect recruiting and retention however
if business leaders fail to respond to this
new pressure group, it could also impact
competitiveness, productivity, sales and
reputation over a longer term.

04 Work

C

RoboRelations

Following the examples from airports in
Japan, Netherlands and Canada, Mineta
San Jose airport in Silicon Valley rolled out
its first three customer service robots.
They help passengers to get information
on where they should be going, as well
as receive suggestions of stores and
concessions along the way. US-based
educational Musio robot can carry out
natural, fluid conversation and develop a
friendship with the user along the process,
though there is also a risk that AIs will
invent their own language that humans
can’t understand.

Saudi Arabia in turn took a step forward
by becoming the first country in the world
to grant a citizenship to an intelligent
humanoid robot, Sophia.

Ford is testing an upper body exoskeleton
called EksoVest on its factory employees.
It is capable of supporting a worker’s arms
during overhead tasks, which are physically
tiring and which can potentially cause
injuries.

The newest iteration of Atlas, a bipedal
humanoid robot from Boston Dynamics
ultimately designed for search and rescue
missions, can now do backflips and get up
on its own when it falls over. While it may
sound gimmicky, it makes sense for robots
to be more self-sufficient, given the context
in which they will operate.

04 Work

On the horizon
Horizon 1

Horizon 2

Horizon 3

•• Purpose, impact, values become
even bigger drivers when
choosing a career path.
•• Machines performing simple
tasks becoming more common.
•• Emotion-sensing robots
facilitate better automated
customer service.

•• Blockchain-enabled smart
contracts will change the
structures of work.
•• Intelligent ecosystems for
distributing work together with
platform business models will
open up new modes of work.
•• AI-supported work will increase,
complementing human workers.

•• Cryptocurrencies will enable new
earning methods.
•• Self-learning AI and robots.

6-12 months - 2018

12-24 months - 2019 - 2020

2-5 years - 2020 - 2022

04 Work

Future proofing
01

How will work in the future be
governed and distributed? Are
your employees and works councils
reacting with fear to automation
or embracing the possibility
of new types of work and job
arrangements?

02

How can you involve your
employees more in establishing
and publicising your purpose and
mission?

03

What is your contribution to the gig
economy? Do you have a framework
in place to cater for future changes in
legislation?

04

Have you considered the impact of
AI on your workplaces, particularly
during phases of transition?

05

What can you learn from how your
people already work that can help
you assess where AI could best be
used?

06

Do you have a process in place to
risk-assess different public relations
scenarios and how you will respond?

07

What are your “jobs of the future” and
what are you doing to address any
current and future skills gaps?

05

Shopping

Retail spaces are being transformed once more, this time
by virtual and mixed realities, bringing a wealth of new ways
to improve the shopping experience for customers and to
boost revenue for retailers. Augmented reality (AR) is helping
shoppers access data and make selections, while virtual
reality (VR) is introducing a whole new layer of entertainment
to the store.
Shoppers’ paths to purchase have become increasingly
diverse, and so retailers are harnessing AI to make
recommendations based on an array of data. IoT technology
means that every part of the retail operation is capable
of being measured and analysed, helping retailers target
customers more profitably than ever.
AI is revolutionising the ability of retail marketers to serve
relevant ads to shoppers – personalised, platform-based
marketing is on the rise, with hyperlocal, incentive-based and
contextual content becoming the norm.
In the face of such frenetic technological shifts, we’re also
seeing a renewed interest in values, provenance, craft and
storytelling in the shopping experience, almost a backlash
against the mainstream technological revolution.

05 Shopping

Driving forces

A
B
C

MeCommerce
Tailoring, targeting & customisation going to the next level, on-demand pop-up shops.

TrAI Before You Buy
Immersive AR and VR experiences without leaving home, data-driven AI-intelligence and assistance.

Social Sustainability
Taking an active stance and holistic approach to environmental, social and ethical responsibility.

05 Shopping

A

MeCommerce

Guinness’ digital poster campaign in
London guides rugby fans to nearby
pubs that are screening the live
match. A network of sensors fitted in
participating pubs captures footfall
data and, based on capacity levels,
triggers real-time, tailored creative
executions to drive fans to the best
venues to watch the game.

German airline Lufthansa is piloting
an in-flight grocery shopping service
in partnership with supermarket
REWE. Available on select long-haul
routes, passengers can connect to
onboard wifi to order groceries and
choose a convenient time for their
order to be delivered to their home
address.

In Shanghai, a prototype of a new
24-hour convenience store on wheels
is fully automated and designed to
drive itself to a warehouse to restock,
or to a customer to make a delivery.
Bodega, a connected shopping
cabinet, approaches customers by
offering a tailored collection of items
to buy that are relevant to where they
are at that given moment.

05 Shopping

B

TrAI Before
You Buy

Ikea’s augmented reality app helps customers to make informed decisions and
provide helpful experiences when shopping by using their phone’s camera to scan
a room and place virtual furniture around it. Gap’s DressingRoom app also uses
AR to help shoppers see how its clothes will fit before they place an order, looking
to tackle the high (30-40%) return rates in online apparel retail. Lowe’s Holoroom
does the same for kitchen and bathroom design, enabling customers to visualise
their dream kitchens or bathrooms on an app, and then step into the design using
with virtual reality goggles.

Pinterest’s automatic object detection allows people to visually search for
products appearing on photos and give recommendations for the products they
find in the real world. While the Hook Fashion Discovery is an AI-driven fashion
feed and search engine for consumers. The app features millions of stock keeping
units from the 100 top U.S. online shopping destinations most popular with
Millennials.

05 Shopping

C

Social
Sustainability

C&A has announced that refugees from Haiti, Angola and Venezuela will be
working in its stores in Brazil. Organised via a partnership with charity, Missão
Paz (Peace Mission), the refugees will be working in logistics, in stores and in
C&A’s distribution centers. The organiser also supports migrants with legal
assistance, health services and social aid.

The outdoor clothing brand Patagonia is joining
environmental groups and Native American
tribes in the fight against President Trump’s
attempt to scale back national monuments.
Meanwhile the sunglass brand Dear Leader
aims to bring down North Korean regime with
distinct political actions. Each sale generates
financial support for organisations working
actively inside North Korea to disrupt the
regime’s agenda.

The ethical financial firm Aspiration
has launched a mobile banking app that
analyzes not one, but thousands of data
points to generate “people” and “planet”
scores for companies where you shop or
plan to shop in the future, thus making the
sustainability of your consuming habits
visible.
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On the horizon
Horizon 1

Horizon 2

Horizon 3

•• 24/7 click-n-collect pick-up
available as a matter of course
in more and more stores.
•• Payment becomes more and
more an experience which takes
away the pain of buying.
•• AI-predicted, turning homes into
always connected retail spaces.

•• Fully automated end-to-end
shopping journeys.
•• Seamless buying and shopping
experiences will extend from
transportation to retail to
restaurants and more B2B will be
transformed by eCommerce that
focuses on customer experience — a
sales model adopted from B2C.
•• Conversational buying and AI will
transform eCommerce.

•• Hyperlocal, experiential marketing which
adapts the marketing message intuitively
and individually.
•• Customer funnel will have dynamic highly
personalised and context driven content
across all stages starting from marketing
and ending in loyalty programs.
•• Household management will become
much more subscription based: groceries,
waste, vehicles.

6-12 months - 2018

12-24 months - 2019 - 2020

2-5 years - 2020 - 2022
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Future proofing
01

What is the experience that your
consumers are expecting from
shopping your products or services?
How can you enrich that with the
help of digital solutions?

02

Do you collect data about your
customers? How can you use it to
generate insights and enhance the
customer experience?

04

How genuine, transparent and
holistic are your sustainability
efforts?

05

What is your AI strategy? How do
you plan to harness it in shopping
experiences?

03

Have you considered the impact
of GDPR towards your customer
experience and personal data
practices in service and loyalty
programmes?

Parting thoughts
The future. You definitely can’t predict it, but you can at
least invent your way towards it. We hope you’ve enjoyed
this collection of our perspectives and challenges as we look
ahead.
This is an ongoing process for us, and the more people we
involve, the better. To that end, please feel free to contact
us to arrange a presentation. Our clients also get a lot from
running future-casting workshops with us, so please also get
in touch if you’d like to get us to organise a workshop with
your teams.
Here are the people closest to you across our different
studios:
UK / Global: John Oswald
Finland: Virpi Vaittinen
Sweden / Global: Jaan Orvet
Germany: Alex Kluwe
And remember one of our favourite quotes, most often
attributed to the American-Canadian writer William Gibson:
“The future is already here — it’s just not very evenly
distributed”

#FuturiceForces

